Featuring Dr. Molly Farneth, author of *Hegel’s Social Ethics: Religion, Conflict, and Rituals of Reconciliation*

Housing and travel stipends available for up to five junior scholars. To register, contact stevensmp@slu.edu
Registration closes March 1, 2020
To apply for stipend, send stated interest in 200 words or less to grant.kaplan@slu.edu

One of the most brilliant and vexing figures in all of human history, Hegel has stamped so much of modern thought. Almost 200 years after his death, theology still seems unsure about what to make of Hegel. This colloquy aims to spur intensive interaction, with the goal of generating collaboration and possible publication for those at different stages of Hegel scholarship.

June 17th – June 19th
Saint Louis University
Sponsored by Department of Theological Studies, Catholic Studies, and Office of Mission and Ministry

**Hegel and Theology:**

**A Summer Colloquy**

Featuring Dr. Molly Farneth, author of *Hegel’s Social Ethics: Religion, Conflict, and Rituals of Reconciliation*